Senior Product Application Engineer (f/m/div)*

At a glance

Job description

Location:
Job ID:

353855

We are looking for a Senior Product Application Engineer in the Embedded Power
Technical Marketing team. Would you like to be part of the Technical Marketing Team,
acting as world market leader in low-voltage Motor Control applications and
technically support the customers at global level? Interested? – Then make sure to
apply now!

Start date:

Aug 01, 2022

Entry level: 1-3 years
Type:

Full time

Contract:

Permanent

In your new role you will:
Be part of the Technical Marketing Team, as world market leader in low-voltage
motor control applications
Technically support the customers at global level , acting as second level contact
for embedded power products
Enable Go-2-Market, defining and executing the collaterals roadmap such as
application notes, videos, demonstrators and reference designs

Apply to this position online by following the
URL and entering the Job ID in our job search:

Job ID:

353855

www.infineon.com/jobs

Prepare and execute customer presentations and product/application trainings
Plan and implement application tests in the laboratory

Contact

Actively cooperate with FAE / R&D / MKT colleagues at global level , with regards
to new product introductions and customer support in motor control
applications.

Dagny Alexa Romeike
Talent Attraction Manager

Profile
You are able to quickly establish a successful cooperation and recognize and use
different areas of expertise and skills of the team members. You are personally
committed to the customer’s concerns and award them a high priority and listen
actively to the customer and consider his point of view, thoughts, and ideas. You strive
for continuous improvement and promote an awareness for quality in your area of
work.
You are best equipped for this task if you have:
A degree in electrical engineering, physics or a comparable technical or scientific
subject
Preferred 1-3 years of professional experience related to application engineering
or development in the semiconductor industry
Knowledge of analog, digital and mixed-signal devices
Experience with ARM® CORTEX® microcontroller
Experience with LIN and CAN communication
Programming skills in C
Experience with automotive applications and motor control/electric drives

Experience with automotive applications and motor control/electric drives
Fluent English, German is a plus

Why Us
Part of your life. Part of tomorrow.
Infineon is a world leader in semiconductor solutions that make life easier, safer, and
greener. Our solutions for efficient energy management, smart mobility, and secure,
seamless communications link the real and the digital world.
– Automotive (ATV) shapes the future of mobility with micro-electronics enabling clean,
safe and smart cars –
Semiconductors are essential to realize key trends like eMobility, automated driving
and secure, connected cars. Infineon ATV is the #1 semiconductor partner in the fastchanging automotive world, based on our system knowledge coupled with our passion
for innovation and quality. We are a key driver in the ever-advancing pace of
digitalization in the automotive industry.

Click here for more information about working at ATV with interesting employee and
management insights and an overview with more #ATVDreamJobs.

* The term gender in the sense of the General Equal Treatment Act (GETA) or other
national legislation refers to the biological assignment to a gender group. At Infineon
we are proud to embrace (gender) diversity, including female, male and diverse.

